Instructions. You will need a clock assembly from michaels.com/artminds-quartz-clock-movement-kit-one-quarter-inch/10040430.html either will work just the same.

Clock hands supplies clockmaking large black spade clock hands sweep965 x clock hands – art minds clock movement kit500 x 390 112 kb jpeg / Download.

ArtMinds Decorative Wood Appliques Art Minds Clock Movement Kit.

Art Minds Clock Insert clock movement, following directions on package. 4. Stencil.

1 Artminds Round Clock Base, 1 Artminds Clock Movement kit (be sure to and follow the directions on the package for assembling the clock movement kit. This upcycled clock is created from a broken clock and handmade paper. Mod Podge, Clock Parts (I got ArtMinds 5/8 in movement with medium ornate hands) The instructions were horrible
and it took, me, my husband, and looking online to Kids, Kits, Lawnscaping Challenge, Link Up, Monthly Desktop Background.
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